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While I’ve been up with Junia the past couple of nights, I’ve been watching a documentary on 

Netflix called “Rising Phoenix.” This documentary provides some of the back story for the Paralympics 

and highlights several Paralympians in sports like fencing, sprinting, swimming, and rugby.  Each of their 

stories are inspiring as they battle back from accidents, illness, injury, and societal expectations to excel 

physically in ways that many never thought possible. As they train, compete, and win there is a great 

reversal of expectations. They are capable of amazing physical feats—often all the more impressive 

because of their bodily limitations. Although after watching this documentary I hesitate to even use the 

word limitation. But while the documentary ends with the glories of Paralympic medals and glorious 

homecomings, their stories often begin in a very different place. This documentary highlights these 

reversals in the lives of these athletes from an amputee to gold medal sprinter, from a baby put up for 

adoption because her parents couldn’t care for her to a medalist in the summer and winter Paralympics. 

These stories are all the more remarkable because of the great distance from where they started to 

where they ended. 

And God is all about these sorts of reversals, taking the lowly, the left out, the forgotten and 

placing them in the primary place, in the place of honor. Just look at the story of Hannah that we have 

before us today. Hannah has been praying desperately for a child. Some of you may know personally or 

from the lives of family and friends that longing for children that don’t come is persistent and uniquely 

painful. Hannah is feeling this ache and in the Ancient Near East, it was believed that children were a 

sign of God’s favor. If you didn’t have children God must be ignoring you or you must have done 

something wrong. Hannah is at the bottom—she is broken emotionally, she is longing for something 

that seems like it will never come, and without children in the Ancient Near East she would have been 

considered worthless and broken.  

Hannah may at least initially seem like a pretty sorrowful figure. But even if we haven’t 

experienced the emotional rollercoaster of infertility, I think many of us can relate to Hannah, at least at 

some point in our lives. Has there been a time when you’ve felt abandoned, excluded, hopeless, or at an 

emotional loss for how to proceed? Maybe you’ve spent time each night on your knees begging God for 

a resolution or for a situation to change. Or maybe, honestly, it so overwhelming or you’ve felt so 

hopeless you don’t even want to talk to God about it. One of the difficult realities of life is that at some 

point we’ve all experienced loss, confusion, and longing. Like Hannah we may have felt like everything is 

out of control, like God isn’t even listening.  

But that’s not the end of Hannah’s story and it’s not the end of ours either. God eventually 

answers Hannah’s prayer and she gives birth to a son. I wish I could say that prayer is the point of this 

story, and if we just pray like Hannah then God will give us whatever we ask, but we all know that isn’t 

true. Sometimes prayer doesn’t give us the answer we want. 

But what does this story does show us, is that God is a God of reversals. Hannah is lifted from a 

place of contempt to a place of honor. Honestly, this shouldn’t surprise us because God is creating such 

reversals everywhere in Scripture. Instead of the military powerhouse Egypt, God chooses the enslaved 



Israelites and makes them God’s chosen. Instead of any of David’s strong, older brothers, God chooses 

David the youngest to be king. Even when God comes to earth, Jesus isn’t born in a palace or politically 

connected household, Israel’s king is born in a stable. God is constantly taking what is weak and least in 

the eyes of the world and flipping things upside down. 

Like I said earlier, how this will look and play out in each of our own lives is going to be different. 

God isn’t a genie or a vending machine—dispensing exactly what we want. But we can trust in God’s 

character. God will continue to takes the lowest, the hurt, and the broken and elevate them to positions 

of honor. God makes the warriors and the heroes weak, and fills those that stumble with strength. God 

is constantly reversing the world’s expectations of who is important and who matters. 

My grandmother was not necessarily someone you would think of as extremely powerful, rich, 

or influential. In fact, she was pretty quiet, humble, and unassuming. She was at church every Sunday, 

but she didn’t volunteer for much. She didn’t attend Bible study regularly or have all the right answers. 

In the eyes of our culture, even Christian culture, she may not have ranked quite as high as others. But, 

oh, did my grandma pray. In the morning before she got out of bed, and in the evenings, even though 

she was in her 80s, she got on her knees to pray. She prayed for her family, for her church, for her 

neighbors, and for her community. If you’d asked her she probably would have said that her 

contribution to the Kingdom of God wasn’t very much, but that is exactly what our story is about. Her 

simple prayers and humble spirit get elevated in the Kingdom of God far beyond any worldly value. It’s a 

reversal. God takes what is lowly and makes it beautiful. 

God doesn’t just do this in our own lives. In fact, if you look closely at Hannah’s song many of 

the things that Hannah praises God for are not just about her individual story. She sings about the poor 

who are made rich, those who are hungry are filled, those who are oppressed are raised up to a position 

of power. Hannah’s song is not just about the reversals that we might experience in our own lives. God 

is a God of powerful, dramatic reversals in all of creation. 

Many of us have been weighed down by the realities of the pandemic. Over a million people 

have died from the Coronavirus around the world, and these deaths weigh heavily on our hearts. In the 

United States our political system feels fractured and divisive, no matter which side of the aisle you sit 

on. We have heard the voices of people of color calling for justice and an end to oppression. Ocean 

levels continue to rise, and wildfires burn homes and communities.  

But God is a God of reversals. God takes the lowly, the hungry, the oppressed and feeds them 

and honors them. God takes unjust systems and makes them whole again. God restores what is broken 

and heals what is sick. And God promises to use us to be a part of this ongoing work. Maybe you feel 

inadequate, maybe you feel like you don’t even understand the problems completely yet, maybe you 

even feel so overwhelmed its easier to do nothing than get involved. But God is a God of reversals. God 

uses the foolish, the scared, and the small to create real change in the world. God doesn’t need you to 

be perfect or to have it all together. God invites us as individuals and as a congregation into Kingdom 

work with what we have to offer.  

So when you look around you, and if everything feels out of control trust that God is still at 

work. When you’re scared or grieving know that God has not abandoned you. If you feel like Hannah, 

like you’ve prayed and prayed and nothing seem to change, don’t give up hoping. Because no matter 

how small we may feel and no matter how large the problems may seem, our God is a God of reversals. 


